
Magical Mapping: Atlas Skills - The World
Aim: Success Criteria: Resources:
To use atlases and globes to identify the 
UK and its countries in the context of using 
an atlas/developing atlas skills. 

I can use the key features of an atlas. 

To name and locate the world’s seven 
continents and five oceans in the context 
of developing atlas skills. 

I can use an atlas to find places around 
the world. 

I can use alphabetical order in an atlas to 
find places and countries in the UK. 

I can locate the seven continents of the 
world using an atlas. 

I can locate the five major oceans of the 
world using an atlas. 

I can find the correct pages in an atlas by 
using the index.  

Lesson Pack

Mini whiteboards and pens per child

Atlas suitable for KS1 per pair

Key/New Words: Preparation:
Atlas, index, page numbers, key, contents 
page, cartographer, continent, ocean, 
countries.

Differentiated Atlas Alphabetical Order Activity Sheet as required 

Differentiated Atlas Riddles as required

Continents and Oceans Atlas Checklist as required

Prior Learning: Children will have learnt to use atlases and globes in Lesson 3.
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Taskit
Watchit: Children choose a continent, then they choose a country using an atlas, next children use the Internet to watch webcams 

and view digital maps of their chosen country to explore it in more detail and make key observations.

Makeit:    Use the Wonderful World Jigsaw to have fun revising the continents and oceans of the world!

Designit: Children use their creativity skills to create their own continent, using the Create a Continent Activity Sheet! This can be 
completed as a pair, group or individual activity.

Findit: Revise and extend key vocabulary using the Wonderful World Word Search Activity Sheet.
Createit: Children could practise labelling the continents and oceans using a hands on approach creating a lovely It’s a Small World 

Paper Globe.

Learning Sequence

Index It! Remind children about using an atlas and the key features of an atlas. What is an atlas? What 
is a map maker called?  Why do we use an atlas? How do we use an atlas? What is the difference 
between an atlas and a globe? What do we do first, next, last? How is an index arranged? What 
countries make up the UK?  Show the list of UK places on the Lesson Presentation, discuss how these 
places would appear in an atlas index.  You could ask children to arrange themselves alphabetically by 
their first name(s) to make a human index!  Look for children using alphabetical order correctly. Children 
complete the differentiated Atlas Alphabetical Order Activity Sheets. Children can then find the places 
using the atlas index.

An alphabet strip is provided to support 
on the activity sheet.

Extend children by asking them to find 
places with the initial/second letter the 
same to increase level of challenge.

Atlas Skills- The World:  Remind children about finding places using an atlas. Model how to find a world 
map using the contents page, then model how to find one or two continents and major oceans. Define 
the key vocabulary – What is a continent? What is an ocean? Can you name any continents or oceans of 
the world? Give children time to study the atlas in pairs and to look closely at the world map, places and 
geographical features they can see. What can you see on the world map?  What countries would you like 
to visit? Why? Clarify any misconceptions and tricky place names.

Finding Places: In pairs, children use their atlas to find a variety of worldwide locations (continents, 
countries, oceans) given on the Lesson Presentation. Support children to use the atlas and to scan 
the world map for the key locations. Extend children to look for the physical features on the Lesson 
Presentation. Feedback from the children on the places found and ask: What are the seven continents of 
the world? What are the five major oceans of the world? What other features did you see?  Listen for 
children naming continents and oceans of the world correctly.

Atlas Riddles: Children work together to solve the riddles about the continents and oceans of the world. 
Once they have solved each riddle, they then work together to find the place/feature in an atlas. 
Children work together to solve the differentiated Atlas Riddles.

Children work together in mixed ability 
pairs and can use the Continents and 
Oceans Atlas Checklist to support.  Adult 
support where required.

Children extended by level of the riddles 
including human/physical features. 
Children could also write their own 
riddles.

Beat the Cartographer: Play a game of ‘Beat the Cartographer’ to revise the continents and oceans of 
the world.  Show a large World Map using the Lesson Presentation, invite two children to the whiteboard 
standing side by side, call out a continent, country or ocean, children ‘race’ to locate the place on 
command. Vary the use of geographical language and differentiate the places to be located.  Look for 
children who can locate continents and oceans correctly. 


